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Fast Dynamic Graph Algorithms for Parameterized Problems∗
Yoichi Iwata † Keigo Oka ‡
Abstract
Fully dynamic graph is a data structure that (1) supports edge insertions and deletions and
(2) answers problem specific queries. The time complexity of (1) and (2) are referred to as the
update time and the query time respectively. There are many researches on dynamic graphs
whose update time and query time are o(|G|), that is, sublinear in the graph size. However,
almost all such researches are for problems in P. In this paper, we investigate dynamic graphs
for NP-hard problems exploiting the notion of fixed parameter tractability (FPT).
We give dynamic graphs for Vertex Cover and Cluster Vertex Deletion parameterized by
the solution size k. These dynamic graphs achieve almost the best possible update time
O(poly(k) log n) and the query time O(f(poly(k), k)), where f(n, k) is the time complexity of
any static graph algorithm for the problems. We obtain these results by dynamically maintain-
ing an approximate solution which can be used to construct a small problem kernel. Exploiting
the dynamic graph for Cluster Vertex Deletion, as a corollary, we obtain a quasilinear-time (poly-
nomial) kernelization algorithm for Cluster Vertex Deletion. Until now, only quadratic time
kernelization algorithms are known for this problem.
We also give a dynamic graph for Chromatic Number parameterized by the solution size of
Cluster Vertex Deletion, and a dynamic graph for bounded-degree Feedback Vertex Set parame-
terized by the solution size. Assuming the parameter is a constant, each dynamic graph can be
updated in O(log n) time and can compute a solution in O(1) time. These results are obtained
by another approach.
1 Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Parameterized Algorithms
Assuming P 6= NP, there are no polynomial-time algorithms solving NP-hard problems. On the
other hand, some problems are efficiently solvable when a certain parameter, e.g. the size of a
solution, is small. Fixed parameter tractability is one of the ways to capture such a phenomenon.
A problem is in the class fixed parameter tractable (FPT) with respect to a parameter k if there
is an algorithm that solves any problem instance of size n with parameter k in O(ndf(k)) time
(FPT time), where d is a constant and f is some computable function.
∗A preliminary version of this paper appears in the proceedings of SWAT 2014.
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Problem Update Time Query Time Section
Vertex Cover O(k2) fV C(k
2, k) 3
Cluster Vertex Deletion O(k8 + k2 log n) fCV D(k
5, k) 4
Cluster Vertex Deletion O(8kk6) O(1) 5
Chromatic Number O(22
k
log n)1 O(1) 6
Feedback Vertex Set O(7.66kk3 + 2kk3d3 log n) O(1) 7
Table 1: The time complexities of the dynamic graphs in this paper. d is the degree bound, and
n is the number of the vertices. The parameter for Chromatic Number is cvd number (the size of a
minimum cluster vertex deletion), and parameters for the other problems are its solution size.
1.1.2 Dynamic Graphs
(Fully) dynamic graph is a data structure that supports edge insertions, edge deletions, and answers
certain problem specific queries. There are a lot of theoretical research on dynamic graphs for
problems that belong to P, such as Connectivity [15, 16, 30, 33, 11, 19], k-Connectivity [16, 11],
Minimum Spanning Forest [16, 11], Bipartiteness [16, 11], Planarity Testing [18, 11, 20], All-pairs
Shortest Path [31, 6, 32, 27, 25] and Directed Connectivity [5, 23, 24, 26, 28], and races for faster
algorithms are going on.
On the contrary there have been few research on dynamic graphs related to FPT algorithms.
To the best of our knowledge, a dynamic data structure for counting subgraphs in sparse graphs
proposed by Zdeneˇk Dvoˇr´ak and Vojteˇch Tu˚ma [10] and a dynamic data structure for tree-depth
decomposition proposed by Zdeneˇk Dvorˇa´k, Martin Kupec and Vojteˇch Tu˚ma [9] are only such
dynamic graphs. Both data structures support insertions and deletions of edges, and compute the
solution of the problems in time depending only on k, where k is the parameter of the problem. For
a fixed property expressed in monadic second-order logic, the dynamic graph in [9] also can answer
whether the current graph has the property. For both algorithms, hidden constants are (huge)
exponential in k. In particular, update time of both algorithms become super-linear in graph size
n even if k is very small, say O(log log n).
1.2 Our Contribution
In this paper, we investigate dynamic data structures for basic graph problems in FPT. Table 1
shows the problems we deal with and the time complexities of the algorithms.
1.2.1 Dynamic Graph for Vertex Cover and Cluster Vertex Deletion
In Section 3 and 4, we present fully dynamic graphs for Vertex Cover and Cluster Vertex Deletion,
respectively. Both dynamic data structures support additions and deletions of edges, and can
answer the solution of the problem in time depending only on the solution size k.
For the dynamic graph for Vertex Cover, the time complexity of an edge addition or deletion
is O(k2) and the one of a query is fV C(k
2, k) where fV C(n, k) is the time complexity of any static
algorithm for Vertex Cover on a graph of size n.
1More precisely, it is O(B2k(4
kk3 + logn)) as proved in Section 6. (Bn is the Bell number for n, the number of
ways to divide a set with n elements.)
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For the dynamic graph for Cluster Vertex Deletion, the time complexity of an update isO(k8 log n)
and the one of a query is fCV D(k
5, k) where fCV D(n, k) is the time complexity of any static algo-
rithm for Cluster Vertex Deletion on a graph of size n. The extra log n factor arises because we use
persistent data structures to represent some vertex sets. This enables us to copy a set in constant
time.
Note that the time complexity of an update is poly(k)polylog(n) for both algorithms, instead
of an exponential function in k. As for the time complexity of a query, its exponential term in k is
no more than any static algorithms.
Let us briefly explain how the algorithms work. Throughout the algorithm, we keep an ap-
proximate solution. When the graph is updated, we efficiently construct a poly(k) size kernel by
exploiting the approximate solution, and then compute a new approximate solution on this kernel.
Here, we compute not an exact solution but an approximate solution to achieve the update time
polynomial in k. To answer a query, we apply a static exact algorithm to the kernel.
To see goodness of these algorithms, consider the situation such that a query is applied for
every r updates. A trivial algorithm answers a query by running a static algorithm. Let the time
complexity of the static algorithm be O(f(n, k)). In this situation, to deal with consecutive r
updates and one query, our algorithm takes O(rpoly(k)polylog(n) + f(poly(k), k)) time, and the
trivial algorithm takes O(f(n, k)) time. For example, let f(n, k) = ck + kn be the time complexity
of the static algorithm. (The time complexity of the current best FPT algorithm for Vertex Cover
is O(1.2738k + kn) [4].) Then if r =
√
n and ck =
√
n, the time complexity for the dynamic graph
algorithm is
√
npolylog(n) = o(n), sublinear in n. That is, our algorithm works well even if the
number of queries is fewer than the number of updates. This is an advantage of the polynomial-time
update. If r = 1, our algorithm is faster than the trivial algorithm whenever ck < n. Even if ck is
the dominant term, our algorithm is never slower than the trivial algorithm.
Let us consider the relation between our results and the result by Dvorˇa´k, Kupec and Tu˚ma [9].
The size of a solution of Vertex Cover is called vertex cover number, and the size of a solution of
Cluster Vertex Deletion is called cluster vertex deletion number (cvd number). It is easy to show
that tree-depth can be arbitrarily large even if cvd number is fixed and vice versa. Thus our result
for Cluster Vertex Deletion is not included in their result. On the other hand, tree-depth is bounded
by vertex cover number + 1. Thus their result indicates that Vertex Cover can be dynamically
computed in O(1) time if vertex cover number is a constant. However, if it is not a constant, say
O(log log n), the time complexity of their algorithm becomes no longer sublinear in n. The time
complexity of our algorithm for Vertex Cover is further moderate as noted above.
As an application of the dynamic graph for Cluster Vertex Deletion, we can obtain a quasilinear-
time kernelization algorithm for Cluster Vertex Deletion. To compute a problem kernel of a graph
G = (V,E), starting from an empty graph, we iteratively add the edges one by one while updating
an approximate solution. Finally, we compute a kernel from the approximate solution. As shown
in Section 4, the size of the problem kernel is O(k5) and the time for an update is O(k8 log |V |).
Thus, we obtain a polynomial kernel in O(k8|E| log |V |) time.
Protti, Silva and Szwarcfiter [21] proposed a linear-time kernelization algorithm for Cluster Edit-
ing applying modular decomposition techniques. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge,
for Cluster Vertex Deletion, only quadratic time kernelization algorithms [17] are known (until now).
Though Cluster Vertex Deletion and Cluster Editing are similar problems, it seems that their tech-
niques cannot be directly applied to obtain a linear-time kernelization algorithm for Cluster Vertex
Deletion.
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1.2.2 Dynamic Graph for Chromatic Number Parameterized by CVD Number
The study of problems parameterized by cvd number was initiated by Martin Doucha and Jan
Kratochv´ıl [7]. They studied the fixed parameter tractability of basic graph problems related to
coloring and Hamiltonicity, and proved that the problems Equitable Coloring, Chromatic Number,
Hamiltonian Path and Hamiltonian Cycle are in FPT parameterized by cvd number.
In this paper, we also obtained a fully dynamic data structure for Chromatic Number parame-
terized by cvd number. Assuming the cvd number is a constant, the time complexity of an update
and a query is O(1). In our algorithm, we maintain not only a minimum cluster vertex deletion but
also more detailed information, equivalent vertex classes in each cluster. We consider two vertices
in a same cluster are equivalent if their neighbors in the current solution are exactly same. To
update such underlying data structures efficiently, we present another dynamic graph for Cluster
Vertex Deletion in Section 5. Unlike the algorithms in section 3 and 4, this algorithm deals with
an update in exponential time in k, and it seems difficult to make it polynomial by the need to
maintain equivalent classes.
Then, we design a dynamic graph for Chromatic Number in Section 6. In the algorithm, for
each update we consider each possible coloring for the current minimum cluster vertex deletion and
compute the minimum number of colors to color the other vertices exploiting the equivalent classes
and a flow algorithm. Our algorithm is based on a static algorithm in [14].
1.2.3 Dynamic Graph for Bounded-Degree Feedback Vertex Set
Finally we present a fully dynamic data structure for bounded-degree Feedback Vertex Set in Sec-
tion 7. Despite the restriction of the degree, we believe the result is still worth mentioning because
the algorithm is never obvious. The algorithm is obtained by exploiting a theorem in [14] and a
classic Link-Cut Tree data structure introduced by Sleator and Tarjan [29]. As with [14], we use
the idea of iterative compression. Iterative compression is the technique introduced by Reed, Smith
and Vetta [22]. Its central idea is to iteratively compute a minimum solution with size k making
use of a solution with size k + 1.
This algorithm also takes exponential time in k for an update mainly because we consider all
O(2k) possibility of X ∩X ′ where X is the current solution and X ′ is the updated solution.
It seems an interesting open question whether it is possible to construct an efficient dynamic
graph without the degree restriction.
2 Notations
Let G = (V,E) be a simple undirected graph with vertices V and edges E. We consider that each
edge in E is a set of vertices of size two. Let |G| denote the size of the graph |V | + |E|. The
neighborhood NG(v) of a vertex v is {u ∈ V | {u, v} ∈ E}, and the neighborhood NG(S) of a vertex
set S ⊆ V is ⋃v∈S NG(v) \S. The closed neighborhood NG[v] of a vertex v is NG(v)∪ {v}, and the
closed neighborhood NG[S] of a vertex set S ⊆ V is NG(S) ∪ S. Let the incident edges δG(v) of a
vertex v be the set of edges incident to the vertex v. The cut edges δG(S, T ) between two disjoint
vertex subsets S and T are {{u, v} ∈ E | u ∈ S, v ∈ T}. We denote the degree of a vertex v by
dG(v). We omit the subscript if the graph is apparent from the context. The induced subgraph
G[S] of a vertex set S is the graph (S, {e ∈ E | e ⊆ S}). For an edge subset F ⊆ E, let G − F be
the graph (V,E \ F ).
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Algorithm 1 compute a 2-approximate solution
1: X0 := ∅
2: V ′ := ∅
3: for all x in X do
4: if d(x) > |X| then X0 := X0 ∪ {x}
5: else V ′ := V ′ ∪N [x]
6: V ′ := V ′ \X0
7: Y := 2-approximate solution for Vertex Cover of G[V ′]
8: X ′ := X0 ∪ Y
By default, we use k(G) or k to denote the parameter value of the current graph G. When an
algorithm updates a graph G to G′, we use k = max{k(G), k(G′)} as a parameter. Note that, k(G)
and k(G′) are not greatly different in most problems. In particular, it is easy to prove that for all
problems we deal with in this paper, k(G′) is at most k(G) + 1.
3 Dynamic Graph for Vertex Cover
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Vertex Cover is the problem of finding a minimum set of vertices that
covers all edges. Let k = k(G) be the size of a minimum vertex cover of G. The current known
FPT algorithm solving Vertex Cover whose exponential function in k is smallest is by Chen, Kanj
and Xia [4], and its running time is O(|G|k + 1.2738k). Let us now state the main result of this
section.
Theorem 1. There is a data structure representing a graph G which supports the following three
operations.
1. Answers the solution for Vertex Cover of the current graph G.
2. Add an edge to G.
3. Remove an edge from G.
Let k be the size of a minimum vertex cover of G. Then the time complexity of an edge addition
or removal is O(k2), and of a query is O(f(k2, k)), where f(|G|, k) is the time complexity of any
static algorithm for Vertex Cover on a graph of size |G|.
Note that the update time is polynomial in k, and the exponential term in k of the query time
is same to the one of the static algorithm.
Our dynamic data structure is simply represented as a pair of the graph G = (V,E) itself and
a 2-approximate solution X ⊆ V for Vertex Cover of G, that is, we maintain a vertex set X such
that X is a vertex cover of G and |X| ≤ 2k(G).
For both query and update, we compute a problem kernel. To do this, we exploit the fact that
we already know rather small vertex cover X. When an edge {u, v} is added to G, we add u to
X making X a vertex cover and use Algorithm 1 to compute a new 2-approximate solution X ′ of
G. When an edge is removed from G, we also use Algorithm 1 to compute a new 2-approximate
solution.
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Lemma 1. Algorithm 1 computes a 2-approximate solution X ′ in O(k2) time, where k = k(G).
Proof. Let X∗ be a minimum vertex cover of the updated graph. We have |X∗| ≤ |X|. If x /∈ X∗ for
some vertex x ∈ X0, N(x) must be contained in X∗. Thus it holds that |X∗| ≥ |N(x)| = d(x) > |X|,
which is a contradiction. Therefore, it holds that X0 ⊆ X∗. At line 7 of Algorithm 1, V ′ equals to
N [X \X0] \X0. Thus we have:
(1) X∗ \X0 is a vertex cover of G[V ′] because X0 ∩ V ′ = ∅ and X∗ is a vertex cover of G, and
(2) any vertex cover of G[V ′] together with X0 covers all edges in G because all edges not in
G[V ′] are covered by X0.
Putting (1) and (2) together, we can prove that X∗ \X0 is a minimum vertex cover of G[V ′].
Since Y is a 2-approximate solution on G[V ′] and X∗ \X0 is a minimum vertex cover of G[V ′],
we have |Y | ≤ 2|X∗\X0|. From (2), X ′ = X0∪Y is a vertex cover of G. Thus X ′ is a 2-approximate
solution because |X ′| = |X0|+ |Y | ≤ |X0|+ 2|X∗ \X0| ≤ 2|X∗|.
The size of X is at most 2k+1, and thus the size of V ′ at line 7 is O(k2). Moreover, the number
of edges in G[V ′] is O(k2) because for each edge in G[V ′], at least one endpoint lies on X \X0 and
the degree of any vertex x in X \X0 is at most |X|. A 2-approximate solution can be computed in
linear time using a simple greedy algorithm [13]. Thus the total time complexity is O(k2).
To answer a query, we use almost the same algorithm as Algorithm 1, but compute an exact
solution at line 7 instead of an approximate solution. The validity of the algorithm can be proved
by almost the same argument. The bottleneck part is to compute an exact vertex cover of the
graph G[V ′]. Since the size of the solution is at most k, we can obtain the solution in O(f(k2, k))
time where f(|G|, k(G)) is the time complexity of any static algorithm for Vertex Cover on a graph
of size |G|. For example, using the algorithm in [4], we can compute the solution in O(k3 +1.2738k)
time. We have finished the proof of Theorem 1.
4 Dynamic Graph for Cluster Vertex Deletion
4.1 Problem Definition and Time Complexity
A graph is called cluster graph if every its connected component is a clique, or equivalently, it
contains no induced path with three vertices (P3). Each maximal clique in a cluster graph is called
a cluster. Given a graph, a subset of its vertices is called a cluster vertex deletion if its removal
makes the graph a cluster graph. Cluster Vertex Deletion is the problem to find a minimum cluster
vertex deletion. We call the size of a minimum cluster vertex deletion as a cluster vertex deletion
number or a cvd number in short.
There is a trivial algorithm to find a 3-approximate solution for Cluster Vertex Deletion with
time complexity O(|E||V |) [17]. The algorithm greedily finds P3 and adds all the vertices on the
path to the solution until we obtain a cluster graph. According to [17], it is still open whether it is
possible to improve the trivial algorithm or not.
Let us now state the main result of this section.
Theorem 2. There is a data structure representing a graph G which supports the following three
operations.
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X 3-approximate solution
Cl for each cluster label l the vertices in the cluster labeled l
lu for each u ∈ V \X label of the cluster that u belongs to
Lx for each x ∈ X {lu | u ∈ N(x) \X}
P+x,l for each x ∈ X and l ∈ Lx Cl ∩N(x)
P−x,l for each x ∈ X and l ∈ Lx Cl \N(x)
Table 2: Variables maintained in the algorithm
𝑥 
𝑎 𝑏 
𝑑 𝑐 
𝑒 
𝑦 
𝑓 
𝑋 
𝐺 
𝐶1 
𝐶2 
Figure 1: An example of a graph and a 3-approximate solution.
1. Answers the solution for Cluster Vertex Deletion of the current graph G.
2. Add an edge to G.
3. Remove an edge from G.
Let k be the cvd number of G. Then the time complexity of an edge addition or removal is O(k8 +
k2 log |V |), and of a query is O(f(k5, k)), where f(|G|, k) is the time complexity of any static
algorithm for Cluster Vertex Deletion on a graph of size |G|.
As the static algorithm, we can use anO(2kk9+|V ||E|)-time algorithm by Hu¨ffner, Komusiewicz,
Moser, and Niedermeier [17] or an O(1.9102k|G|)-time algorithm by Boral, Cygan, Kociumaka, and
Pilipczuk [2].
4.2 Data Structure
We dynamically maintain the information listed in Table 2. We always keep a 3-approximate
solution X. Each cluster in G[V \X] is assigned a distinct cluster label. For each cluster label l,
Cl is the set of vertices on the cluster having the label l. We keep the vertex set Cl by using a
persistent data structure that supports an update in O(log |Cl|) time. One of such data structures
is a persistent red-black tree developed by Driscoll, Sarnak, Sleator and Tarjan [8]. The reason why
the persistent data structure is employed is that it enables us to copy the set in constant time. For
each u ∈ V \X, lu is a label of the cluster u belongs to. For a vertex x and a cluster, we say that
x is incident to the cluster if at least one vertex in the cluster is incident to x. For each x ∈ X,
Lx = {lu | u ∈ N(x) \ X} is the labels of the clusters that x is incident to. For each x ∈ X and
l ∈ Lx, P+x,l = Cl ∩N(x) is the set of the neighbors of x in Cl and P−x,l = Cl \N(x) is the set of the
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Algorithm 2 add u ∈ V \X to X
1: l := lu
2: remove u from Cl
3: for all any x ∈ X such that l ∈ Lx do
4: if {x, u} ∈ E then
5: remove u from P+x,l
6: If P+x,l becomes empty, remove l from Lx
7: else
8: remove u from P−x,l
9: add u to X
10: if Cl is still not empty then
11: Lu := {l}
12: copy Cl into P
+
u,l
13: P−u,l := ∅
14: else
15: Lu := ∅
non-neighbors of x in Cl. Note that all the variables are uniquely determined when G, X and the
labels for all clusters are fixed.
For example, look at the graph depicted in Fig. 1. X = {x, y} is a 3-approximate solution, and
C1 and C2 are clusters. Here, the set of cluster labels is {1, 2}, la = lb = lc = ld = 1 and le = lf = 2.
Lx = {1} and Ly = {1, 2}. P+x,1 = {a, c}, P−x,1 = {b, d}, P+y,1 = {c}, P−y,1 = {a, b, d}, P+y,2 = {e, f}
and P−y,2 = {}.
4.3 Algorithm
4.3.1 Update
Let us explain how to update the data structure when an edge is added or removed. Before
describing the whole algorithm, let us explain subroutines used in the algorithm. Algorithm 2 is
used to add a vertex u in V \ X to X, and Algorithm 3 is to remove a vertex y from X under
the condition that X \ {y} is still a cluster vertex deletion. Given a cluster vertex deletion X,
Algorithm 4 computes a 3-approximate solution X ′.
Lemma 2. Algorithm 2 adds a vertex u to X and updates the data structure correctly in O(|X| log n)
time.
Proof. At line 1, l is the label of the cluster that the vertex u belongs to. By removing u from Cl
at line 2, Cl is correctly updated.
At line 3, we iterate over all x ∈ X such that x is incident to the cluster Cl. For the other
vertices in X, since all clusters except Cl are not changed, we need no updates. If there is an edge
between x and u, u is in P+x,l. Thus we remove u from the set to correctly update P
+
x,l (line 5).
If P+x,l becomes empty by the operation, it means that Cl is no longer incident to x, and thus we
remove l from Lx (line 6). If there is no edge between x and u, u is in P
−
x,l. Thus we remove u from
the set to correctly update P−x,l (line 8). At line 9, we add u to X and complete the update of X.
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Algorithm 3 remove y ∈ X from X assuming G[V \ (X \ {y})] is a cluster graph
1: remove y from X
2: if Ly = ∅ then
3: ly := new label
4: Cly := {y}
5: else
6: |Ly| must be one. Let ly be the unique element in Ly.
7: add y to Cly
8: l := ly
9: for all x ∈ X such that l ∈ Lx do
10: if {x, y} ∈ E then add y to P+x,l
11: else add y to P−x,l
12: for all x ∈ X such that y ∈ N(x) and l /∈ Lx do
13: add l to Lx
14: P+x,l := {y}
15: copy Cl into P
−
x,l and remove y from P
−
x,l
Finally we initialize L, P+ and P− for u (line 10 to 15). If Cl is now empty, u is not incident to
any cluster, and thus Lu is initialized as an empty set. Otherwise, u is incident only to the cluster
Cl. Thus we initialize Lu as {l} (line 11). Since Cl∪{u} was a cluster, u is incident to every vertex
in Cl. Thus we initialize P
+
x,l copying Cl, and initialize P
−
x,l to be empty set (line 12 and 13). Using
a persistent data structure, copying Cl into P
+
x,l can be done in O(1) time.
Removing a vertex from P+x,l or P
−
x,l (line 5 and 8) takes O(log n) time, and this part is repeated
at most |X| times. This is the dominant part of the algorithm. Thus the time complexity of the
algorithm is O(|X| log n).
Lemma 3. If G[V \ (X \ {y})] is a cluster graph, Algorithm 3 removes a vertex y from X and
updates the data structure correctly in O(|X| log n) time.
Proof. First, we remove y from X and complete the update of X.
From line 2 to line 7, we compute ly, the label of the cluster that the vertex y belongs to, and
update Cly . Note that for any cluster label l
′ 6= ly, Cl′ is not affected by the removal of y. If Ly is
empty, it means that there is not adjacent vertex of y in V \X, and thus we create a new cluster
label for the cluster {y}. Otherwise, from the assumption that G[V \ (X \ {y})] is a cluster graph,
y is adjacent to exactly one cluster. Let ly be the unique label in Ly, and then we add y to Cly .
Let l be ly for notational brevity (line 8). We update the values Lx, P
+
x,l and P
−
x,l for each x ∈ X.
Again, note that for any cluster label l′ 6= l, P+x,l′ and P−x,l′ are not changed by the removal of y. If
l ∈ Lx, or equivalently x is already adjacent to the cluster Cl before y is added to Cl, then we add
y to P+x,l or P
−
x,l according to whether y is adjacent to x or not. If l /∈ Lx, then x is not adjacent to
any vertex in Cl before y is added to. If x is also not adjacent to y, no updates are needed. If x is
adjacent to y, then x is incident to the cluster Cl after the removal of y from X. Thus we add l to
Lx, and initialize P
+
x,l as {y} and P−x,l as Cl \ {y}. To create P−x,l, we copy Cl into P−x,l and remove
y from P−x,l. By using a persistent data structure, the update can be done in O(log n) time.
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Algorithm 4 compute a new 3-approximate solution X ′
1: V ′ := ∅
2: X0 := ∅
3: for all x ∈ X do
4: if |Lx| > |X|+ 1 then
5: add x to X0
6: else
7: add x to V ′
8: for all l ∈ Lx do
9: take min(|P+x,l|, |X|+ 1) vertices from P+x,l, and add them to V ′
10: take min(|P−x,l|, |X|+ 1) vertices from P−x,l, and add them to V ′
11: Y := 3-approximate cluster vertex deletion of G[V ′]
12: if |Y | > |X \X0| then X ′ := X
13: else X ′ := X0 ∪ Y
It is easy to check that the time complexity of the algorithm is O(|X| log n).
Lemma 4. Algorithm 4 computes a 3-approximate solution in O(|X|8) time.
In order to prove Lemma 4, let us prove Lemma 5 and 6.
Lemma 5. Let V ′ and X0 be the sets computed by Algorithm 4. If S ⊆ V ′ is a cluster vertex
deletion of G[V ′] such that |S| ≤ |X \X0|, then S ∪X0 is a cluster vertex deletion of G.
Proof. Assume that S is not a cluster vertex deletion of G[V \X0]. This implies that there is an
induced P3 in G[(V \X0) \ S]. Let x, y be vertices in X \X0 and u, v be vertices in V \ (X ∪ S).
There are four possible types of induced paths: (1) xuy, (2) xyu, (3) xuv, and (4) uxv. We will
rule out all these cases by a case analysis (see Fig. 2).
(1) Let A = {w ∈ V ′ ∩ Clu | xw ∈ E ∧ yw /∈ E}, B = {w ∈ V ′ ∩ Clu | xw /∈ E ∧ yw ∈ E} and
C = {w ∈ V ′ ∩ Clu | xw ∈ E ∧ yw ∈ E}. By the construction of V ′, |A|+ |C| ≥ |X|+ 1 and
|B| + |C| ≥ |X| + 1. Thus min{|A|, |B|} ≥ |X| − |C| + 1. Since x, y /∈ S and {x, y} /∈ E, S
must contain C ∪B or C ∪A. Thus |S| ≥ |X|+ 1, which is a contradiction.
(2) Let A = {w ∈ V ′ ∩ Clu | xw /∈ E ∧ yw /∈ E}, B = {w ∈ V ′ ∩ Clu | xw ∈ E ∧ yw ∈ E} and
C = {w ∈ V ′ ∩ Clu | xw /∈ E ∧ yw ∈ E}. By the construction of V ′, |A|+ |C| ≥ |X|+ 1 and
|B| + |C| ≥ |X| + 1. Thus min{|A|, |B|} ≥ |X| − |C| + 1. Since x, y /∈ S and {x, y} ∈ E, S
must contain C ∪B or C ∪A. Thus |S| ≥ |X|+ 1, which is a contradiction.
(3) Since |S| ≤ |X|, there is a vertex u′ ∈ (V ′ ∩ Clu) \ S such that {x, u′} ∈ E and a vertex
v′ ∈ (V ′ ∩ Clu) \ S such that {x, v′} /∈ E. However it contradicts the fact that G[V ′ \ S]
contains no induced P3.
(4) Since |S| ≤ |X|, there is a vertex u′ ∈ (V ′ ∩ Clu) \ S such that {x, u′} ∈ E and a vertex
v′ ∈ (V ′ ∩ Clv) \ S such that {x, v′} ∈ E. However it contradicts the fact that G[V ′ \ S]
contains no induced P3.
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Figure 2: Case analysis in the proof of Lemma 5. A dotted line denotes there is no edge(s)
Lemma 6. Let V ′ and X0 be the sets computed by Algorithm 4. For any cluster vertex deletion T
of G such that |T | ≤ |X|, the following hold:
1. T contains X0,
2. T ∩ V ′ is a cluster vertex deletion of G[V ′].
Proof. First, let us prove that T contains X0. Assume there exists x ∈ X0 \ T . Since |Lx|, the
number of adjacent clusters of x, is more than |X|+1, in order to avoid induced P3, T must contain
at least |Lx|−1 > |X| vertices from adjacent clusters. It contradicts the fact that |T | ≤ |X|. Thus,
T contains X0, and so T \X0 is a cluster vertex deletion of G[V \X0].
Since G[V \ T ] is a cluster graph, its induced subgraph G[V ′ \ T ] is also a cluster graph. Thus
T ∩ V ′ is a cluster vertex deletion of G[V ′].
Proof of Lemma 4. Let X∗ be a minimum cluster vertex deletion. Since X is a cluster vertex
deletion, we have |X∗| ≤ |X|. By Lemma 6, it holds that X0 ⊆ X∗, and X∗ \ X0 is a cluster
vertex deletion of G[V ′]. X∗ \X0 is actually a minimum cluster vertex deletion of G[V ′], because
otherwise there is a cluster vertex deletion S of G[V ′] such that |S| < |X∗ \ X0| ≤ |X \ X0|, but
then by Lemma 5, S ∪X0 becomes a cluster vertex deletion of G of size less than |X∗|, which is a
contradiction.
If the size of the set Y computed at line 11 is larger than |X \ X0|, the set X remains a 3-
approximate solution. Otherwise, from Lemma 5, Y ∪X0 is a cluster vertex deletion of G. Since
Y is a 3-approximate solution and X∗ \X0 is a minimum cluster vertex deletion of G[V ′], we have
|Y ∪X0| ≤ 3|X∗ \X0|+ |X0| ≤ 3|X∗|. (1)
Thus, X ′ = Y ∪X0 is a 3-approximate solution on G.
The claimed time complexity is obtained as follows. The size of V ′ at line 11 is at most
2|X|(|X|+ 1)2 = O(|X|3). The number of edges in the graph G[V ′] is maximized when G[V ′ \X]
is composed of |X| + 1 cliques with size |X|(|X| + 1). Thus the number of edges is at most
|X|2(|X|+ 1)3 = O(|X|5). Thus, a 3-approximate solution can be computed in O(|X|8) time using
the trivial algorithm described in Section 4.1, and thus the claimed time complexity holds.
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Now we are ready to describe how to update the data structure when an edge is modified. To
add (remove) an edge {u, v} to (from) a graph G, before modifying G, we add u and v to X one
by one using Algorithm 2 unless the vertex is already in X. After the operation, we add (remove)
the edge {u, v} ⊆ X to (from) G. Note that we do not have to change our data structure by this
operation. Now X is a cluster vertex deletion but may no longer be a 3-approximate solution.
Then we compute a new 3-approximate solution X ′ using Algorithm 4.
Finally we replace X by X ′ as follows. Let R be X \ X ′ and R′ be X ′ \ X. We begin with
adding every vertex in R′ to X one by one using Algorithm 2. Then we remove every vertex in R
from X one by one using Algorithm 3, and finish the replacement. During the process, X is always
a cluster vertex deletion of the graph, and thus the assumption of Algorithm 3 is satisfied.
Let k be the maximum of the cvd numbers before and after the edge modification. During
the above process, the size of X is increased to at most 6k. Algorithm 4 is called only once, and
Algorithm 2 and 3 are called O(k) times. Thus together with Lemma 2, 3 and 4, the update time
is O(k8 + k2 log n).
4.3.2 Query
Let us explain how to answer a query. To compute a minimum cluster vertex deletion X ′, we use
almost the same algorithm as Algorithm 4, but compute an exact solution Y at line 11 instead
of an approximate solution. The validity of the algorithm can be proved by almost the same
argument. The bottleneck of the algorithm is to compute a minimum cluster vertex deletion of
the graph G[V ′]. Since the number of edges in G[V ′] is O(k5) as noted in the proof of Lemma 4,
using an O(f(|G|, k))-time static algorithm for Cluster Vertex Deletion, we can obtain the solution
in O(f(k5, k)) time. For example, using the algorithm in [4], we can compute the solution in
O(1.9102kk5) time.
5 Another Dynamic Graph for Cluster Vertex Deletion (constant
time update and query)
In this section, we give an O(f(k))-time dynamic graph for Cluster Vertex Deletion, where k is the
cvd number and f is some computable function. This algorithm is not efficient than the algorithm
in Section 4 in many cases in practice. However, we introduce this algorithm here because it is
asymptotically faster than the algorithm in Section 4 if k is a constant, and is a base of the dynamic
graph for Chromatic Number parameterized by cvd number in Section 6.
5.1 Data Structure
We maintain X to be a minimum cluster vertex deletion. Initially X = ∅. Let us define an
equivalence relation on V \X so that two vertices u, v ∈ V \X are equivalent if and only if u and
v are in the same cluster and N(u) ∩X = N(v) ∩X. The important point is that we do not have
to distinguish the vertices in the same class and can treat them as if they are one vertex weighted
by the number of the vertices in the same class. To treat the vertices in a same class efficiently, we
introduce an auxiliary data structure, an undirected graph H. The graph H is uniquely determined
by G and X as follows (see Fig. 3.)
First, we introduce cluster labels L by assigning a different label l ∈ L to a different cluster
Cl ⊆ V \ X. For each cluster label l ∈ L and a vertex set S ⊆ X, let Cl,S denote the equivalent
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Figure 3: Correspondence of G and X to H.
class {v ∈ Cl | N(v) ∩X = S}. We introduce a class label pl,S for each nonempty equivalent class
Cl,S . Let P be the set of the introduced class labels. The vertex set of H is X ∪ L ∪ P ∪ (V \X).
Then, we add an edge between x and y in H if and only if one of the following conditions is
satisfied:
• x, y ∈ X and e ∈ E(G[X]),
• x ∈ X, y ∈ L and x ∈ N(Cy),
• x ∈ L and y = px,S ∈ P for some S ⊆ X, or
• x = pl,S ∈ P and y ∈ Cl,S .
5.2 Strategy
Whenever the graph G is updated, we transform the current solution X to a minimum solution as
follows:
(1) X is extended to be a solution.
(2) A problem kernel G[V ′] is obtained using the solution.
(3) A minimum solution X ′ is obtained applying a (static) algorithm for G[V ′], and X is ex-
changed for the minimum solution X ′.
Let us call the steps (1), (2) and (3) as growing phase, compression phase and exchange phase
respectively. To compute an exact solution, we can apply any exact FPT algorithm to the current
problem kernel G[V ′].
5.2.1 Move a vertex to X
Let us show how to move a vertex v in V \ X to X and update the graph H efficiently. This
procedure is used in the growing phase and the exchange phase.
(1) Let Cl,S be the equivalent class containing v. Remove the edge {pl,S , v} of H. If Cl,S becomes
empty, remove the label pl,S destroying the incident edge to l. Moreover, if Cl becomes empty,
remove the label l destroying all incident edges to X.
(2) If the label l is not removed, add the edge {v, l}. For each neighbor u ∈ NG(v) ∩X, add the
edge {u, v}. If Cl,S becomes empty but Cl is still not empty, for each u ∈ NG(v) ∩X that is
no more adjacent to the cluster Cl, remove the edge between u and l. Then, for each class
label pl,S′ adjacent to l, change its name to pl,S′∪{v}.
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Step (1) corresponds to the removal of v from V \X and step (2) corresponds to the addition of
v to X. It is easy to see that this procedure correctly updates H. Since there are at most O(2|X|)
equivalent classes for each cluster, the running time is O(2|X||X|2).
5.2.2 Growing Phase
To handle an insertion or a deletion of an edge, we first move its endpoints not in X to X to make
X a cluster vertex deletion. This phase is completed in O(2kk2) time, and now |X| is at most k+2.
5.2.3 Compression Phase
If we remove a vertex v ∈ X from X that is adjacent to d different clusters, we have to include at
least d− 1 vertices into X because there are no edges between different clusters. Thus, to improve
the solution X, we can only remove a vertex v ∈ X that is adjacent to at most |X| different clusters.
Let X0 be the vertices in X such that the number of its adjacent clusters is at most |X|. As noted
above, X1 = X \ X0 must be kept in X to improve the solution. Let L′ be the labels of clusters
adjacent to any vertex in X0. |L′| ≤ |X|2 by the definition of X0.
Now we make a vertex weighted graph G′. Let Pl denote the set of the class labels of the form
pl,∗. The vertex set of G′ is X0 ∪ P ′, where P ′ =
⋃
l∈L′ Pl. Since the size of Pl is at most 2
|X|, it
holds |V (H)| ≤ |X|+ 2|X||X|2. The weight w : V (H)→ N is defined by w(v) = 1 for every v ∈ X0
and w(pl,S) = |Cl,S | for every pl,S ∈ P ′. For each edge e ∈ E(G[X0]), we add e to G′. For each
v ∈ X0 and pl,S ∈ P ′ we add the edge between them if v ∈ S. Finally, for each l ∈ L′, we add edges
between every two class labels in Pl, making G
′[Pl] a clique. This completes the construction of
the graph G′.
Then we solve Cluster Vertex Deletion for the vertex weighted graph G′, and determine X ′ as the
vertices corresponding to the solution. Since |V (H)| ≤ 2kk2 +k, apparently it is solvable in O(f(k))
time for some function f . For example, using the O(2kk9 + |V ||E|) algorithm proposed by Hu¨ffner,
Komusiewicz, Moser and Niedermeier [17], we can solve the problem in O(2kk9 + 8kk6) = O(8kk6)
time.
5.2.4 Exchange Phase
Let R be X ∩X ′. To exchange X for X ′, we add all vertices in X ′ \ R to X and then remove all
vertices in X \R from X. Note that during the process, X is always a cluster vertex deletion. The
additions to X are executed using the method in Section 5.2.1 at most k times.
Let us show how to remove a vertex v from X. Before removing v from X, we update H as
follows.
(1) Since X \ {v} is a cluster vertex deletion, v is adjacent to at most one cluster label. If there
is such a cluster label l, remove the edge {v, l}. Otherwise, introduce a new cluster label l
corresponding to an empty cluster. Let S be NH(v), that is a subset of X \ {v}. Remove all
edges from v to S.
(2) Add the edges from the vertex in S to l unless it already exists. Then, add the edges {l, pl,S}
and {pl,S , v}, introducing the class label pl,S unless it already exists. Finally, we iterate over
each class label pl,S′ and change its name to pl,S′\{v}. Note that v is in S′ by the assumption.
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Step (1) corresponds to the removal of v from X and step (2) corresponds to the addition of v
to X \ V . It is easy to see that this procedure takes O(2|X||X|2) time and correctly updates H.
During the exchange, the size of X is increased to at most 2k. Thus the exchange phase can be
done in
∑2k
k′=k+1O(k
′22k′) = O(k222k) time.
In summary, we have obtained an O(8kk6)-time dynamic graph algorithm for Cluster Vertex
Deletion. The dominant part is the compression phase.
6 Dynamic Graph for Chromatic Number Parameterized by CVD
Number
Let G = (V,E) be a graph. Given a vertex set S ⊆ V , Π(S) denotes the set of all partitions
of S. The size of all partitions |Π(S)| is called Bell number B|S| and it is known that Bn =
O(( 0.792nln(n+1))
n) [1]. Note that we can easily enumerate all partitions in Π(S) in O(B|S|) time. A
partition of the vertices of a graph can be regarded as a coloring of the graph, since given a partition,
by coloring vertices in the same block with the same color, we can determine the corresponding
coloring on the graph. For p ∈ Π(S) and S′ ⊆ S, let p|S′ denote the restriction of p into S′, that
is the unique coloring p′ ∈ Π(S′) that can be extended to p. For a vertex set S ⊆ V , we call a
partition p ∈ Π(S) a proper coloring or proper if no two vertices in S sharing the same edge are
in a same block. In other words, considering the corresponding coloring, if there are no adjacent
vertices with the same color, then the partition is a proper coloring. For a coloring p, its size |p|
is defined by the number of blocks of p. Chromatic Number is a problem of finding the size of a
minimum proper coloring of V . The size is called chromatic number.
In this section, we provide a data structure for Chromatic Number, that works efficiently when
the size of a minimum cluster vertex deletion (cvd number) of the graph is small.
Theorem 3. There is a data structure treating the graph G that supports the following operations:
(1) Compute the solution of Chromatic Number of the current graph G.
(2) Add an edge to G.
(3) Remove an edge from G.
The operation (1) takes O(1) time, and both (2) and (3) take O(log n) time assuming the cvd
number is a constant. More precisely, the time complexity of (1) is O(1), and of (2) and (3) are
O(B2k(4
kk3 + log n)), where k is maximum of the cvd number of the current graph and cvd number
of the updated graph.
The first static FPT algorithm for this problem is proposed by Martin Doucha and Jan Kra-
tochv´ıl [7]. Our algorithm is based on the algorithm, but updates necessary information dynami-
cally.
6.1 Data Structure
As an underlying data structure, we maintain the data structure described in Section 5. For a
cluster label l, let Xl be {x ∈ X | N(x) ∩ Cl 6= ∅}. Xl is easily computed in O(k) time from the
auxiliary data structure H. In addition, we maintain the following information:
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• For every cluster label l and coloring p ∈ Π(Xl), χl,p is the size of a minimum proper coloring
on G[Xl ∪ Cl]− E(G[Xl]) made by extending p.
• For every Y ⊆ X and p ∈ Π(Y ), Λp is the multiset containing every χl,p such that Xl = Y .
We use a balanced binary search tree to hold Λp to efficiently remove or add a value and get
the maximum value in the set.
More formally, χl,p is defined by
min{|q| | q ∈ Π(Cl ∪Xl) ∧ q|Xl = p
∧ q is a proper coloring on G[Xl ∪ Cl]− E(G[Xl])}, (2)
and for Y ⊆ X and p ∈ Π(Y ), Λp is the multiset
{χl,p | l is a cluster label ∧Xl = Y }. (3)
When all Λp are given, we can compute the chromatic number of the graph as:
min
proper coloring p∈Π(X) on G[X]
max{|p|, (max
Y⊆X
maximum value in Λp|Y )}, (4)
where maximum value of an empty set is defined to be 0.
Proof.
max{|p|, (max
Y⊆X
(max Λp|Y ))} (5)
is the minimum number of colors needed to color the graph G − E(G(X)), where the coloring on
X is fixed to be p. Thus moving p over all proper coloring on G[X] and taking the minimum of
(5), we obtain the size of a minimum proper coloring.
Since there are at most n = |V | clusters, the maximum value in Λp|Y is obtained in O(log n)
time. There are at most O(B|X||X|) possibilities of p|Y in the formula (4). Thus the formula is
computed in O(B|X||X| log n) time.
6.2 Algorithm to Update Data Structure
Let us explain how to update the data structure when an edge is added or removed. Before
describing the whole algorithm, let us introduce subroutines used in the algorithm.
6.2.1 Add (Remove) a Vertex to (from) X.
Let us explain how to add (remove) a vertex to (from) X and update the data structure accordingly.
We assume that when a vertex y is removed from X, G[V \ (X \ {y})] is a cluster graph.
To add a vertex u to X:
1. Let l be the label of the cluster that the vertex u belongs to. For every p ∈ Π(Xl), we remove
χl,p from Λp to prepare the update of the value χl,p.
2. We run the algorithm in Section 5. In particular, X, Xl, Cl and Cl,S are updated for every
S ⊆ X.
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3. If the cluster Cl still exists, we compute χl,p for every p ∈ Π(Xl) using Lemma 7, and then
add χl,p to Λp.
To remove a vertex y from X:
1. From the assumption, y is adjacent to at most one cluster. If there is a cluster that y is
adjacent to, let l be the label of the cluster, and we remove χl,p from Λp to prepare the
update of the value χl,p.
2. We run the algorithm in Section 5. In particular, X, Xl, Cl and Cl,S are updated for every
S ⊆ X, where l is the label of the cluster that y belongs to now.
3. We compute χl,p for every p ∈ Π(Xl) using Lemma 7, and then add χl,p to Λp.
Now, we prove that χl,p can be computed efficiently.
Lemma 7. After the equivalent class Cl,S is updated for each S ⊆ X, for any p ∈ Π(Xl), χl,p can
be computed in O(2|X||X|3) time.
Proof. We want to find the size of a minimum proper coloring q on G[Xl∪Cl]−E(G[Xl]) such that
q|Xl = p. Without loss of generality, let the set of colors used for Xl be {1, . . . , |p|}. For S ⊆ Xl,
let c(S) ⊆ {1, . . . , |p|} denote the colors assigned to S.
Since G[Cl] is a cluster, the colors assigned to Cl must be distinct. Minimizing the size of the
coloring is equivalent to maximizing the number of vertices in Cl that are colored with 1,. . . ,|p|.
Let r be the number of vertices in Cl that are assigned a color in {1, . . . , |p|}. We want to
maximize r to minimize the number of colors |p|+ |Cl| − r.
We compute the maximum possible r by constructing a graph ({s} ∪ L ∪ R ∪ {t}, F ) and
computing the size of a maximum flow from s to t. Create vertices x1, . . . , x|p| and let L be
{x1, . . . , x|p|}. We add edges {s, x1}, . . . , {s, x|p|} with capacity one. For each S ⊆ X, we create a
vertex yS and add yS to R, and add the edge {yS , t} with capacity |Cl,S |. Then, for each S ⊆ X
and i ∈ {1, . . . , |p|} \ c(S), we add an edge between xi and yS with capacity one, completing the
construction of the graph. We compute r as the size of a maximum s-t flow of the constructed graph,
and conclude χl,p, the size of a minimum coloring on G[Xl ∪Cl]−E(Xl) obtained by extending p,
is |p|+ |Cl| − r.
The size of L is at most |X| and the size of R is at most 2|X||X|. Thus the number of edges
in the graph is at most O(2|X||X|2). Since the size of a maximum flow is at most |L| ≤ |X|, using
Ford-Fulkerson algorithm [12]2, we compute the solution in O(|F ||X|) = O(2|X||X|3) time.
Since u was not adjacent to any cluster other than Cl, no change of χl′,p′ is needed for any
cluster label l′ 6= l and p′ ∈ Π(Xl′). Thus we have obtained the following lemma.
Lemma 8. We can add (remove) a vertex to (from) X and update the data structure accordingly
in O(B|X| log n+B|X|2|X||X|3) time.
O(B|X| log n) is the time to remove (add) χl,p from (to) Λp for every p ∈ Π(Xl), andO(B|X|2|X||X|3)
is the time to compute χl,p for every p ∈ Π(Xl).
2whose time complexity is O((the number of edges)(maximum flow size))
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6.2.2 Add or Remove an Edge
Now we are ready to describe how to update the data structure when the graph is modified.
As we did in Section 5, before the edge {u, v} is added to or removed from G, we move u and v
to X making X a cluster vertex deletion of the modified graph. When the edge is actually added
to (removed from) G, no change of the data structure is needed since any edge lying on X does not
affect χl,p for any cluster label l and p ∈ Π(Xl).
After the edge is added to (removed from)G, we compute a minimum cluster vertex deletion X ′
using the algorithm in Section 5. Then we replace X with X ′. Let R be X \X ′ and R′ be X ′ \X.
We begin with adding every vertex in R′ to X one by one. Then we remove every vertex in R from
X one by one finishing the replacement. During the process, X is always a cluster vertex deletion
of the graph, and thus the algorithm works correctly. As the size of X is increased to at most 2k, by
Lemma 8, the replacement is completed in
∑2k
k′=k O(Bk′ log n+Bk′2
k′k′3) = O(B2k(log n+ 4kk3))
time.
After all information is updated, finally we compute the solution of Chromatic Number using
the formula (4). As noted above, it is computed in O(B|X||X| log n) = O(Bkk log n) = O(B2k log n)
time.
Putting things altogether, now we have proved Theorem 3.
7 Dynamic Graph for Bounded-Degree Feedback Vertex Set
A vertex set is called feedback vertex set if its removal makes the graph a forest. Feedback Vertex
Set is the problem of finding a minimum feedback vertex set. In this section, we assume every
vertex in G always has degree at most d. We maintain X to be a minimum feedback vertex set.
Initially X = ∅. As noted in the Introduction, our algorithm is based on the static algorithm by
Guo, Gramm, Hu¨ffner, Niedermeier and Wernicke [14].
7.1 Data Structure
The key point is that we keep the forest G[V \X] using dynamic tree data structures called link-cut
tree data structures presented by Sleator and Tarjan [29]. Link-cut tree is a classic data structure
that supports many operations on a forest in O(log n) amortized time. We exploit the following
operations of link-cut trees. All of them are amortized O(log n)-time operations:
• link(r, v): If the vertex r is a root of a tree and the vertices r and v are in different trees,
add an edge from r to v.
• cut(u, v): Remove the edge between u and v.
• evert(v): Make the vertex v a root of the tree containing v.
• root(v): Return the root of the tree containing v.
• nca(u, v): If the vertices u and v are in the same tree, find the nearest common ancestor of
u and v in the rooted tree containing u and v.
• parent(v): If v is not a root, return the parent of v.
For further understanding, see [29]. Note that we can check whether the vertices v and u are in
the same tree testing if root(v) equals root(u) or not.
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7.2 Strategy
As with Section 5.2, whenever the graph G is updated, we transform the current solution X to a
minimum solution as follows:
(1) X is extended to be a solution.
(2) A problem kernel G[V ′] is obtained using the solution.
(3) A minimum solution X ′ is obtained applying a (static) algorithm for G[V ′], and X is ex-
changed for the minimum solution X ′.
Let us call the steps (1), (2) and (3) growing phase, compression phase and exchange phase respec-
tively. To compute an exact solution, we can apply any exact FPT algorithm for current problem
kernel G[V ′].
7.3 Growing Phase
When an edge e = {u, v} is added to G, we insert one of its endpoints, say u, to current solution.
That is, we add u to X and remove u from the link-cut tree containing u calling cut(u, v) for each
v in N(u) \X. The time complexity of this phase is O(d log n). When an edge is removed from G,
we do nothing. After the operation, X is a feedback vertex set and the size of X is at most k + 1.
7.4 Compression Phase - Outer Loop
In our algorithm, we only consider special kinds of solutions of Feedback Vertex Set. We call them
maximum overlap solutions.
Definition 1 (Maximum Overlap Solution). For given graph G and a feedback vertex set X of G,
X ′ ⊆ V is called maximum overlap solution if X ′ is a minimum feedback vertex set of G and the
size of intersection |X ∩X ′| is the maximum possible.
At least one maximum overlap solution apparently always exists. Then, we try to find a max-
imum overlap solution X ′. To do this, we use the idea of exhaustively considering all possible
intersections of X ∩ X ′. That is, we compute a minimum feedback vertex set X ′′ that satisfies
X ∩X ′′ = R for all 2|X| possibilities of R ⊆ X, and let X ′ be the minimum of them. Now our job
is to solve the following task.
Task 1 (Disjoint Feedback Vertex Set). Given a feedback vertex set X and a subset R of X, find
a minimum vertex set S′ such that S′ is a feedback vertex set of G[V \ R] and S ∩ S′ = ∅, where
S = X \R, or output ‘NO’ if there is no such S′.
The important point is that for the purpose of solving Feedback Vertex Set, it is sufficient to
obtain the algorithm such that (1) if the algorithm outputs a vertex set S′, it is a correct answer
and (2) if there is a maximum overlap solution X ′ such that X ∩X ′ = R, the algorithm outputs
a correct answer, i.e., the algorithm can incorrectly output ‘NO’ if there is no maximum overlap
solution X ′ such that X ∩X ′ = R. Thus we consider such an algorithm.
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7.5 Compression Phase - Inner Loop in O(f(k)|E|) time
First, let us introduce an O(f(k)|E|) algorithm. Let V ′ be V \ R. We reduce the graph G[V ′]
applying the following two rules recursively.
1. If there is a degree 1 vertex v ∈ V ′ \ S, remove v from the graph
2. If there is a degree 2 vertex v ∈ V ′ \ S, remove v and connect its neighbors by an edge. It
may make parallel edges between the neighbors.
Note that after the reduction every vertex not in S has degree at least three. Let reduced(R)
denote the (uniquely determined) reduced graph (see Fig. 4).
B 
P A 
I P A 
B 
A 
𝑆 𝑅 
B 
P A 
P A 
B 
A 
𝑆 
reduced(𝑅) 
I 
𝐺 
Figure 4: Example of the original graph G and the reduced graph. The white vertices with some
letters are core vertices, and each letter denotes the class of the vertex defined in the proof of
Lemma 10.
After the reduction, we try to find a minimum feedback vertex set disjoint from S in the reduced
graph.
This reduction is based on the iterative compression algorithm in [14]. The differences are:
(1) we do not reduce the graph even if there are parallel edges, and (2) we contract the vertex v
even if N(v) ⊆ S. The second difference may lead to the algorithm that incorrectly outputs ‘NO’.
However, by the following lemma, such cases never happen when R is a correct assumption.
Lemma 9. In the setting of Task 1, if there is a maximum overlap solution X ′ such that R = X∩X ′,
reduced(R) has a feedback vertex set S′ such that S′ ∩ S = ∅ and |S′|+ |R| = |X ′|.
Proof. We prove that any vertex in X ′ \ R never removed during the reduction, and the lemma
follows since X ′ \ R becomes a minimum feedback vertex set of reduced(R). Let us hypothesize
that during the reduction, a vertex v in X ′ \R has been removed. It means that there are at most
two edge disjoint paths from v to vertices in S. If there is no path from v to S, X ′ \ {v} must be
a feedback vertex set of G and contradict the minimality of X ′. Otherwise let u ∈ S be the end
point of a path from v to S. Then X ′ \ {v} ∪ {u} must be also a minimum feedback vertex set and
contradict the maximality of |X ∩X ′|.
Thus, to solve Feedback Vertex Set for the original graph, we only have to solve Feedback Vertex
Set for the reduced graph. In fact, if the reduced graph has a smaller solution, the graph must
be not so large. Let us call the vertex set V (G′) \ S core vertices. As in [14], we can prove the
following lemma.
Lemma 10. In the setting of Task 1, if there is a maximum overlap solution X ′ such that R =
X ∩X ′, the size of the core vertices is no more than 13|S|.
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Proof. Let G′ be reduced(R) and V ′ be core vertices V (G′)\S. By Lemma 9 it holds (X ′\R) ⊆ V ′.
We classify the vertices V ′ as follows (see Fig. 4):
• A = {v ∈ V ′ | |δG′({v}, S)| ≥ 2}.
• B = {v ∈ V ′ \A | |N(v)| ∩ (V ′ \ S) ≥ 3}.
• C = V ′ \ (A ∪B).
We prove upper bounds for A, B and C separately.
To prove the upper bound for A, we consider the subgraph GA = (A ∪ S, δG′(A,S)) for G′. If
A ∪ S is a forest, |E(GA)| < |V (GA)|. Thus 2|A| ≤ |E(GA)| < |V (GA)| = |S| + |A| and therefore
|A| < |S|. Since we can make G′ a forest removing at most |S| vertices disjoint from S, |A| < 2|S|.
To prove the upper bound for B, we consider the forest G[V ′]. Observe that all leaves of
the forest are from A. In fact if v is a leaf of the forest, dG[V ′](v) ≤ 1, and since dG′(v) ≥ 3,
|δG′({v}, S)| ≥ 2 must hold. Each vertex in B is an internal node of degree at least three in
G[V ′]. The number of such vertices cannot be more than the number of the leaves, therefore
|B| ≤ |A| < 2|S|.
Each vertex v in C has a degree two in G′[V ′] and exactly one incident edge to S. Hence,
G[C] is composed of paths and isolated vertices. Let P be the path vertices and I be the isolated
vertices. We separately bound the number of P and I.
For each isolated vertex v ∈ I, the number of edges between v and A ∪B is exactly two. Since
G[V ′] is forest, 2|I| ≤ |E(G[A ∪B ∪ I])| < |A ∪B ∪ I| < 4|S|+ |I|, and therefore |I| < 4|S|.
To prove the upper bound for P , we consider the graph G[S ∪ P ]. There are exactly |P | edges
between S and P and at least |P |/2 edges among G[P ]. Thus the number of edges in G[S∪P ] is at
least 3|P |/2. If it is a forest, 3|P |/2 ≤ |E(G[S ∪P ])| < |V (G[S ∪P ])| = |S|+ |P |, hence |P | < 2|S|.
Since we can make G′ a forest removing at most |S| vertices disjoint from S and removing a vertex
evicts at most three vertices from P , we obtain that |P | < 5|S|.
Altogether, |V ′| = |A|+ |B|+ |I|+ |P | < |S|+ 2|S|+ 2|S|+ 4|S|+ 5|S| = 13|S|.
Using Lemma 9 and 10, we can solve Task 1. First we construct the reduced graph in O(|E|)
time. Then if the size of the graph is more than 14|S|, we safely return ‘NO’, and otherwise we
solve Disjoint Feedback Vertex Set for the reduced graph in O(f(k)) time using some algorithm.
When k is small or a fixed constant, the bottleneck is the part of reducing the graph in O(|E|)
time. To speed up the part, we make use of operations on link-cut trees.
7.6 Faster Reduction
Let G′ denote reduced(R). In this section, we show the algorithm computing G′ in O(k3d3 log n)
amortized time by finding the core without explicitly reducing the graph. The graph G[V \X] is a
forest. For vertices u, v, w ∈ V \X that are in the same tree, let meet(u, v, w) denote the vertex at
which the path from v to u and the path from w to u firstly meet. In other words, meet(u, v, w)
is nca(v, w) on the tree rooted at u, thus is computable in O(log n) amortized time.
To generate the core vertices C, we iterate over every set of three edges {e1, e2, e3} ⊆ δ(S, V \X)
and add meet(v1, v2, v3) to C, where vi is the endpoint of ei that is in V \X.
Lemma 11. The vertices C generated by the above algorithm is equal to core vertices, and the
algorithm runs in O(k3d3 log n) amortized time.
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Proof. The time complexity is straightforward from the above discussion. Let v be a vertex in
V \X. The vertex v is a core vertex if and only if there are at least three edge disjoint paths from v
to S that contains no internal vertex in X. If v is a core vertex and there are such paths P1, P2 and
P3 to s1, s2, s3 ∈ S, v must be in C since v is the vertex at which the path from s1 to s3 through
P1 and P3 and the path from s2 to s3 through P2 and P3 firstly meet. Conversely, if v is in C, it
directly means there are at least three edge disjoint paths from v to S that contains no internal
vertex in X.
After finding the core vertices, we can also compute the edges in G′ in O(k3d3 log n) amortized
time using link-cut tree operations as follows.
Let us construct the graph G′′ to be the reduced graph G′ = reduced(R). The vertex set of
G′′ is C ∪ S.
Firstly, let us consider the edges in G′[C]. We iterate over every u, v ∈ C. The edge {u, v} ⊆ C
is in G′ if and only if there is a path from u to v in the forest G[V \X] and it contains no internal
vertex in C. There is a path from u to v if and only if u and v are in the same tree. To check if the
path contains an internal vertex in C, firstly we make the vertex u a root of the tree containing u
calling evert(u). Then we iterate over every w ∈ C without u and v. For each w ∈ C, we cut the
edge between w and its parent and test if u and v are still in the same tree. If u and v are now
separated, it means w were on the path from u to v. After checking, we restore the cut edge. If
there is no internal vertex w, we add the edge {u, v} to G′′. Since |C| ≤ 14|S|, using the algorithm,
we complete the construction of G′′[C] in O(k3 log n) amortized time.
Let us consider the edges between S and C. Observe that each edge from s ∈ S to v ∈ C in G′
corresponds to a path from s to v that have no internal vertex in C∪S. Using the algorithm similar
to the previous one, we can compute the edges in O(k3d log n) time. Firstly we iterate over every
{s, u} ∈ δG(S, V \X) and v ∈ C, where s ∈ S and u ∈ V \X. We call evert(u), and for each w ∈ C
without u, we check if w is an internal vertex of the path from s to u in O(log n) amortized time.
If there is no internal vertex in C, we add the edge {s, v} to G′′. Since |δG(S, V \ X)| = O(kd),
using the algorithm, we complete the construction of the edges between S and C in O(k3d log n)
amortized time.
Finally let us consider the edges in S. We add every edge in G[S] to G′′ in O(k2) time.
Furthermore, for each s, t ∈ S, if there is a path of length more than 1 from s to t whose internal
vertices not containing a vertex in C∪S, it becomes an edge between s and t. To find the paths, we
iterate over every set of two edges {e1, e2} ⊆ δ(S, V \X). Let ei = {si, vi}, si ∈ S and vi ∈ V \X.
If v1 and v2 are in the same tree, there is a path P from v1 to v2 in G[V \X]. To check if P contains
core vertex or not, we iterate over every edge e3 in δ(S, V \X) without e1 and e2. Let v3 be the
endpoint of e3 that is in V \X. If v3 and v1 is in the same tree, we can conclude P contains core
vertex meet(v1, v2, v3). If there is no such edge, we can conclude P contains no core vertex by the
construction of the core vertices, and add {v1, v2} to G′′. It runs in O(k3d3 log n) amortized time.
Now, we have completed the construction of the reduced graph G′′ = G′. Altogether, we can
construct the reduced graph in O(k3d3 log n) amortized time.
Now we are ready to solve Task 1. First, we compute G′ = reduced(R) in O(k3d3 log n) amor-
tized time. If |V (G′)| ≥ 14|S|, we return ‘NO’. Otherwise, for example, using the O(3.83kk|V |2)-
time algorithm proposed by Cao, Chen and Liu [3], we solve the problem in O(3.83kk3) time.
Together with the outer loop cost O(2k), we finish the compression phase in O(7.66kk3 +
2kk3d3 log n) amortized time.
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7.7 Exchange Phase
Given a minimum feedback vertex set X ′, the remaining work is to exchange the solution X to
X ′. Let R be X ∩ X ′, S be X \ R and S′ be X ′ \ R. First, we add every vertex in S′ to X as
in Sectiondix 7.3. Then, for each vertex u in S we remove u from X and add u to the link-cut
trees calling evert(v) and link(u, v) for each v in N(u) \X. Since |X| ≤ k + 1 and |X ′| ≤ k, the
amortized time complexity of this phase is O(kd log n).
Altogether, we have obtained an O(7.66kk3 + 2kk3d3 log n)-time dynamic graph algorithm for
Feedback Vertex Set, where d is a degree bound on the graph.
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